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Abstract The thermodynamics of cisplatin and transplatin
hydration is studied within the model of constant pH
solution. Several implicit solvation models were chosen for
the determination of pKa and pK constants of the hydration
reactions. The polarizable dielectric model (DPCM), inte-
gral equation formalism polarizable model (IEFPCM), and
polarizable conductor model (CPCM) were combined with
the ‘united atom model for Hartree-Fock’ (UAHF) method
for cavity construction and the B3LYP/6-31++G(2dp,2pd)
level of calculations for the determination of electronic
energies. The results were compared with the COSMO-RS
and SM8model developed by Truhlar (with M06 andMPWX
functionals and the charge model CM4). The RMS difference
between experimental and calculated pKa values of cis/
transplatin, water, HCl, and NH4

+ was used to evaluate
accuracy of calculations. The DPCM model was confirmed
to perform the best. The predicted pKa constants were used
in Legendre transformation for the estimation of the ΔG’
energies in the constant-pH model. The dependence of the
pK constant on pH is plotted and compared with experi-
mental value at pH=7.4. The influence of various chloride
concentrations on the molar fractions of dissolved forms of

cisplatin is examined for the DPCM model. The increased
ratio of cisplatin active aqua-forms is clearly visible for
4 mM chloride solution in comparison with 104 mM Cl-

concentration.
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Introduction

In this study, the hydration process of cis-dichloro-
diammine-platinum, one of the most potent metallodrug,
is explored in the models with constant pH and pCl values.

When cisplatin reach the cellular environment, the concen-
tration of Cl- anions drops from ca 100 mM (in blood stream)
to the 4–80 mM depending on the type of the cell. In a
solution with such a low Cl- concentration, the process of
cisplatin activation is facilitated. The activation process is
connected with relatively simple substitution reaction where
Cl ligand(s) in Pt(II) complex is/are released and replaced by
water molecule(s). These hydration processes were experi-
mentally studied in many laboratories. One of the first
published works in this field comes from Hindmarch et al.
[1] who performed the measurements for the replacement of
both chloro ligands according to chemical reactions:

Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl
� �þ H2O

K1�����Y@����� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl H2Oð Þ� �þ þ Cl�

Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl H2Oð Þ� �þ H2O
K2�����Y@����� Pt NH3ð Þ2 H2Oð Þ2

� �2þ þ Cl�

ð1Þ
These experiments were done in 1.0 M solution of

NaClO4 and they determined the equilibrium constants: log
K1=- 2.19 and log K=- 3.53. Analogous processes for
transplatin complex were explored in the more dilute
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(0.1 M) NaClO4 solution by Arpalahti et al. [2, 3]. They
revealed log K1=- 2.92 and log K2=- 4.41. In both cases
the pH of the solution was 7.4.

It is known that the hydrated complexes can be stabilized
in solutions with higher pH due to the proton release which

turns the aqua ligand(s) into hydroxo ligand(s) [4]. In such
solutions (pH>8), the hydrated cisplatin become not
activated but actually passivated due to the formation of
the more stable dihydoxo- platinum(II) complex:

Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl H2Oð Þ� �þ þ H2O
Ka1�����Y@����� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl OHð Þ� � þ H3O

þ

Pt NH3ð Þ2 H2Oð Þ2
� �2þ þ H2O

Ka21�����Y@����� Pt NH3ð Þ2 OHð Þ H2Oð Þ� �þ þ H3O
þ

Pt NH3ð Þ2 OHð Þ H2Oð Þ� �þ þ H2O
Ka22�����Y@����� Pt NH3ð Þ2 OHð Þ2

� � þ H3O
þ

ð2Þ

Corresponding pKa values for both cisplatin and trans-
platin complexes were determined in several laboratories,
e.g., ref. [5–8]. Generally accepted (averaged) values for
cisplatin are: pKa1=6.6, pKa21=5.5, and pKa22=7.3. In the
case of transplatin the values: pKa1=5.6, pKa21=4.4, and
pKa22=7.3 can be found in literature [9]. It can be noticed
that transplatin deprotonates more readily, in lower pH,
than cisplatin.

Besides the thermodynamic parameters, the reaction
kinetics of these hydration processes was examined. It is
known [10] that similar substitution reactions of transition
metals often occur by association mechanism. The mecha-
nism is however dependent on the type of individual ligands,
e.g., the work of Chval [11] and some references in this
paper. For these kinds of ligands which do not have the
possibility of π-interaction (back-donation), a steric hin-
drance of more bulky substituents can slow down the
reaction course but the change to dissociative mechanism is
not probable [12]. Nevertheless, in several papers we have
shown that this hydration reaction should be considered as a
pseudo-dissociative since exchanging ligands are only very
weakly bonded in TS structures [13].

While the forward reaction can be regarded as a pseudo
first order kinetic reaction the backward reaction follows
the second order reaction description. Experimentally
determined rate constants are collected in Table 1 for
temperature T=318.2 K, pH in range of 2.8-3.4 and 0.1 M
NaClO4 solution.

In a similar way, the rate constants for interaction of
cisplatin with guanine were determined. In these studies,
the hydration process of cisplatin coordinated to guanine
(k3) was examined as well as the replacement of the first
and/or second aqua ligand by guanine (kP1 and kP2):

cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl N7� Guað Þ� �þ þ H2O
k3�����Y@�����

cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2 H2Oð Þ N7� Guað Þ� �2þ þ Cl�

cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl H2Oð Þ� �þ þ Gua
kP1�����Y@�����

cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl N7� GuaÞð Þ� �þ þ H2O

cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2 H2Oð Þ2
� �2þ þ Gua

kP2�����Y@�����
cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2 H2Oð Þ N7� Guað Þ� �2þ þ H2O

ð3Þ

Based on several experimental works (see ref. [5, 14–
20]) these rate constants can be estimated as follows:
k3 ¼ 7:6 � 10�5 s�1½ �, kP1 ¼ 1:5 � 10�4 and kP2 ¼ 92 M�1s�1½ �
(for averaged concentration of Pt(II) complex ca 5 μM
and guanine concentration about 0.8 mM). From these
values it is apparent that the k3 is comparable with
corresponding k1 and k2 rate constants from Table 1.
However, the values of kP1 and kP2 clearly show that
guanine will interact substantially faster (about 5 orders
of magnitude) with diaqua platinum complex (fully
hydrated one) than with monoaqua-platinum complex.
From these results the important role of the activation
process, especially formation of fully hydrated cisplatin
is apparent.

As for the computational approach, a lot of studies
were performed recently on the topic of the cisplatin
hydration. Besides several papers [21–24] from our
laboratory, many other groups contributed to this area,
too. The aquation process of the Pt(II) complexes was
also examined by Zhang et al.[25], who used several
DFT functionals combined with the PCM implicit
solvation model. Despite some differences in theoretical
models, qualitative agreement with our results was
obtained. Robertazzi et al. [26] used an explicit solvation
of cisplatin and compared the optimized structures with

Table 1 Rate constants of the hydration reaction of cis-/transplatin in
the first and second stage (cf. Eq. 1)

Cisplatina Transplatinb

k1 [s
−1] (1.9±0.2)×10−4 (1.05±0.03)×10−3

k−1 [M
−1s−1] (6.0±1.5)×10−2 2.2±0.4

k2 [s
−1] (2.3±0.3)×10−4 (4±2)×10−6

k−2 [M
−1s−1] (9.9±1.4)×10−1 (2.0±0.2)×10−1

a Ref. [2]
b Ref. [3]
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the gas phase results showing a few kcal mol−1 lowering
of activation barrier in solvent. Another calculations
devoted to the hydration of the Pt(II) complexes were
published by Dos Santos group [27, 28]. The authors
gave a thorough insight on the effect of various contributions
in multipole expansion of the self-consistent reaction
field method. Even though they focused on dechlorina-
tion of the Pt(II)-ethylenediammine complex, resulting
hydration characteristics are very close to those for
cisplatin. This illustrates the reliability of the computa-
tional approaches since there is a close relationship
between the cisplatin and Pt(en)Cl2 complexes. Recently,
a series of papers on platinum(II) complexes was
published by this group [29–31] where several other
aspects are discussed in detail. Chojnacki et al. [32] made
another attempt to elucidate the hydration process of
cisplatin and transplatin in both the gas phase and PCM
approach. The same Pt(II) complexes were also exam-
ined using the classical MD and explicit water solvation
model [33].

Lately, several new studies on hydration of other
platinum drugs appeared. Banerjee et al. [34] investigated
the AMD443 anticancer drug using the DFT method and
implicit solvation model. The mechanism of hydrolytic
reactions of carboplatin and oxaliplatin was explored by
Pavelka et al. [35, 36] using B3LYP combined with the
PCM model. Activation barriers they obtained were a little
bit too high compared with the experimental data. Another
study on hydration of the EDO complex of ethyldiamine-
oxalatoplatinum(II) was published recently [37]. Also,
comparison of the general square-planar Pt(II) compounds
was presented by Dans et al. [38].

In the following sections the importance of the
correct environmental model on the thermodynamic
description of the hydrolytic process based on chemical
reaction in Eq. 1 will be demonstrated. For this purpose
the Legendre transformation of the standard reaction
Gibbs free energy will be performed in order to obtain the
appropriate thermodynamic potential with pH as a natural
variable.

Computational details

All the optimizations were performed at the B3LYP/ 6-31+
+G(d,p) level with IEFPCM model [39] and the UAHF
cavity [40]. Stuttgart’s ECP: MWB-60 [41] and MWB-10
[42] were used for the description of the core electrons of
the Pt and Cl atoms with the extension of original
pseudoorbitals as discussed in our previous papers [21,
23]. Since we focus only on the thermodynamic descrip-
tion, all reactant and product components were considered
as isolated species. Frequency analysis was used to confirm

the minimum character of each geometry and for the
determination of the thermal and entropy corrections to the
Gibbs free energy based on the canonical ensemble of
statistical physics. For the optimized geometries, single-
point energies were determined at the B3LYP/6-311++G
(2df,2pd) level with the same ECP and with augmentation
of the pseudoorbitals by diffuse and polarization (2 fg)
functions as mentioned above [23]. Several implicit
solvation models were applied together with this electronic
level:

a) IEFPCM with 1.2 scaled UAHF radii (as it was default
in Gaussian 03).

b) DPCM with the same cavities and charge compensa-
tion so that the outlying charge is accounted for by
means of an additional effective charge, distributed
according to the solute electronic density (keyword
ICOMP=4 in G98 and G03).

c) DPCM with the scaled cavities (further labeled DPCM/
sUAHF) and computational model as suggested in ref.
[43].

d) COSMO (CPCM) with the original Klamt’s radii.

For a comparison also SM8 Truhlar’s model as imple-
mented in GAMESSplus 2009 program [44, 45] was used
with charge model 4 (CM4), the RADII5 option for cavity
construction, and basis set 6-31++G(d,p). Two different
functionals were chosen in the SM8 model:

e) M06 functional (including 0.27 fraction of the HF
exchange energy).

f) MPWX functional - MPWX is a combination of the
mPW exchange functional of Adamo and Barone [46],
the PW91 correlation functional [47] and X means a
percentage of HF exchange (in our case 25% was used
according to the authors’ recommendation).

For a more detailed description of the SM8 solvation model
see ref. [48]. The set of solvent models is completed by:

g) COSMO-RS method as programmed in COSMOtherm
C21-016 software [49–51].

The acidic dissociation constants (pKa) of Eq. 2 were
determined at all these a)-f) levels and used for the
determination of equilibrium constants pK’ of the hydration
process from Eq. 1. In the case f) the COSMO-RS pKa

constants were combined with the transformed Gibbs free
energy ΔG′ from the COSMO model.

In order to get suitable thermodynamic potential, which has
pH as a natural variable, Legendre transformation of classical
Gibbs free energy dG ¼ �S:dT þ V :dpþP

i
mi:dni was

done [52]:

G0 ¼ G� nðHÞm Hþð Þ; ð4Þ
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where ΔG’° is associated with equilibrium constant K’
according to van’t Hoff isotherm equation: ΔG’°= −RT ln
K’. In equilibrium, all ‘proton chemical potentials’ of the
related species, which differ just by number of ‘active’ protons,
must be the same. This condition can be mathematically
rewritten in the form:

K 0 ¼
P

C½ �ð Þ P
D½ �ð ÞP

A½ �ð Þ P
B½ �ð Þ ð5Þ

where each of the sums:
P

X½ � means all different forms of
one of the reactants or products. In this way concentrations
of all of these species appear in the equilibrium constant for
the reaction under constant pH. For instance, regarding the
first reaction in Eq. 1, the following equilibrium constant is
obtained:

K 0 ¼
cis� Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl H2Oð Þ� �þh i

: Cl�½ �
Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl2
� �

: H2O½ � �
1þ K

Pt NH3ð Þ2Cl OHð Þ½ �
A

Hþ½ �

� �

1þ K OH�ð Þ
A
Hþ½ � þ Hþ½ �

K
H3O

þð Þ
A

� �

ð6Þ
(Eq. 3) supposing, e.g., the concentration of hydroxide anion
can be determined from acidic dissociation constant of water:
OH�½ � ¼ H2O½ � K

OH�ð Þ
A
Hþ½ � . Having evaluated this K’ for given

pH, known pKa, and quantum chemically calculated K (the
first fraction term in Eq. 6), the transformed Gibbs potential
can be determined.

In cellular solution, a constant concentration of [Cl-]
should be considered, too. However, we do not need to
consider simultaneous occurrence of such species due to
their negligible probability. Constant Cl- concentration will
be considered through the modified standard reference state
since [Cl-]≠1 mol/dm3 in the same way like concentration
of water in solution (55.5 mol/dm3).

pKa determination

First, the acidic dissociation constants for hydrated plati-
num complexes have to be determined. Since we are
interested in the pH range from 0 to 14 we do not need to
consider the protonation of Cl- to HCl (pKa ≈ −6) and
deprotonation of NH3 ligands (pKa≈18–22) in cisplatin/
transplatin complexes, because their influence on the K’
values is negligible in this pH range (according to
Henderson-Hasselbach equation).

The pKa values were determined for the seven above-
mentioned approaches and they are collected for both
cisplatin and transplatin hydration reactions in Table 2. For
comparison, also the pKa of isolated ligands HCl, H2O, and
NH3 (or its conjugated acid NH4

+) were determined. The
calculations at CCSD(T) electronic level were also com-
bined with one of the most successful models (DPCM/
UAHF). Nevertheless this model is not superior to the
B3LYP/DPCM/UAHF one. Practically all the calculated
pKa values at the CCSD)(T) level are worse than the
B3LYP results, in comparison with experimental data. Note
that even though CCSD(T) method is used, the solute-
solvent interaction is described only at the Hartree-Fock
level, because correlation effects are not included in the
most implicit solvent models.

All pKa estimations are based on the chemical equation:
HA+H2O→H3O

+ + A-. Also, only for the best performing
DPCM models another way of evaluation of acidic
dissociation constants was used: HA → H+ + A-. In this
case, the fitted value of solvation free energy of proton is
available from our previous study [43] where more
comprehensive analysis of several PCM methods and
several possibilities for cavity construction is presented.
The fitted value of ΔGsolv(H

+) = −262.4 kcal mol−1 is in
fair accord with recent measurement by Tissandier et al.

Table 2 Estimated pKa values by chosen computational model pKa(c) labels cisplatin and pKa(t) transplatin complexes from Eq. 2

Exp DPCM
sUAHF
H+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

CCSD

IEFPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

CPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

SM8
CM4
H3O

+

M06

SM8
CM4
H3O

+

MPWX

DPCM
sUAHF
H+

B3LYP

pKa1(c) 6.6 6.6 8.0 6.4 7.5 6.7 20.0 9.0 6.7 4.7

pKa21(c) 5.5 4.9 3.7 2.1 2.7 1.7 17.4 11.1 11.6 8.8

pKa22(c) 7.3 7.8 9.6 8.0 9.1 8.3 21.7 8.8 12.4 9.9

pKa1(t) 5.6 6.6 7.2 5.6 1.0 6.0 19.2 8.7 7.7 5.4

pKa21(t) 4.4 4.9 0.3 −1.3 −6.6 −1.7 14.5 9.8 9.9 6.8

pKa22(t) 7.3 8.4 11.1 9.5 12.0 9.8 22.6 9.4 17.1 14.3

pKa(HCl) −6.1 −7.1 −6.7 −8.3 −5.0 −6.0 8.8 −6.6 −8.1 −9.5
Kv 15.4 16.1 15.9 15.9 18.5 19.7 19.7 15.0 20.2 16.6

pKa(NH4
+) 9.2 7.7 8.7 7.1 6.9 6.5 23.4 13.1 23.4 27.5

RMSD 1.4 2.2 2.6 4.6 3.1 13.2 4.6 4.9 3.1

2388 J Mol Model (2011) 17:2385–2393



[53]: ΔGsolv(H
+) = −264.0 kcal mol−1. These sets of pKa

display the smallest RMS difference from experimental
values presented in Table 2 (1.41 and 2.24). The second
value is quite close to the approach based on the same
DPCM/UAHF model with hydronium cation (2.55). The
IEFPCM and SM8 (with MPWX functional) approaches
are also relatively accurate (RMSD=3.1). Determination of
the pKa21 values requires energies of solvated bivalent Pt
(II) cations, which is a difficult task for models with non-
scaled cavities. Here the superiority of the model with
scaled cavities is clearly demonstrated (see also Dupuis’s
studies on this topic [54–56]).

When comparing the individual pKa values it can be
noticed that the most problematic systems are dications of
diaqua-platinum, which are determined relatively inaccu-
rately. This has serious consequences in further determina-
tion of hydration equilibrium constants as will be shown in
the next part. Not surprisingly, also the pKa value of the
NH4

+ cation deviates from experimental data by more than
two log units in most models, since amines in general
represents a difficult case for implicit solvation models. The
biggest differences between calculated and experimental
values were obtained with the CPCM model. As for
COSMO-RS, the pKa values were obtained using the
default settings of the COSMOtherm program.

Constant-pH model

Having determined pKa values, the transformed ΔG’
energies can be evaluated according to Eq. 6. First, the
values of the regular free energies ΔG were calculated and
corresponding equilibrium constants K were estimated. The
values obtained for the selected computational models are

collected in Table 3. Comparing the values collected for
cisplatin and transplatin complexes, it can be noticed that
all the models agree with the experiment at least in the fact
that systematically higher pK’s were obtained for trans-
platin in comparison with cisplatin. Nevertheless, the
experimental values of pK were obtained under the constant
pH condition (at pH=7.4). From this point of view they
should not be directly compared with the values in Table 3
since they correspond to different thermodynamic potential
(ΔG’ and ΔG, respectively), as mentioned in the introduc-
tion. In order to do the proper comparison, the Legendre
transformed Gibbs free energies ΔG’ should be used. The
transformed equilibrium constants K’ for the hydration
processes are displayed in the pH ranging from 0 to 14 in
Fig. 1. The role of pKa’s clearly follows from the figure.
According to Henderson-Hasselbach equation the slope of
the pK curve rapidly changes where pH equals pKa of some
of involved species, for instance, in Fig. 1a when
monoaqua-cisplatin undergoes deprotonation to the
monohydroxo-cisplatin complex. In Fig. 1b and d, a more
complex situation can be seen since all three pKa constants
influence the pK curves. Similarly to the previous part
much better performance of the model with scaled cavities
can be noticed in the pK values, which concern calculations
of DDP_2w (bivalent cations of diaqua-cis/trans-platin
complexes) where much lower values (up to 6 logarithmic
units) were obtained.

In all the plots, the experimentally determined equilib-
rium constant for pH=7.4 is drawn as a rhomb sign.
Comparing all studied solvation models, the DPCM/
sUAHF approach performs excellently. RMSD for four
pK values at pH=7.4 is 0.93 at this level while the second
most successful model (based on non-scaled cavities: D-
PCM/UAHF and H3O

+) already has the RMSD at about

Table 3 Equilibrium constants (pK) for cis/trans-platin hydration process

Exp DPCM
sUAHF
H+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

DPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

CCSD

IEFPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

CPCM
UAHF
H3O

+

B3LYP

SM8
CM4
H3O

+

M06

cDDP->cDDP_w 5.2 5.9 5.9 8.8 8.6 9.9 2.6 2.1

cDDP->cDDP_h 11.8 13.9 12.3 16.3 15.2 29.9 9.2 6.7

cDDP_w–>cDDP_2w 6.8 9.3 9.3 12.9 12.5 11.2 −4.8 −5.4
cDDP_w–>cDDP_hw 11.7 13.0 11.4 15.6 14.1 28.5 6.7 3.3

cDDP_h–>cDDP_hw 6.0 5.0 5.0 8.1 7.4 8.5 0.1 −1.3
cDDP_h–>cDDP_2h 13.0 14.6 13.0 17.2 15.7 30.2 12.5 8.6

tDDP->tDDP_w 7.0 8.7 8.7 23.0 11.1 11.5 8.6 7.6

tDDP->tDDP_h 13.6 15.9 14.4 24.1 17.1 30.7 16.3 13.0

tDDP_w–>tDDP_2w 6.8 12.5 12.5 27.3 15.7 14.1 −2.3 −2.2
tDDP_w–>tDDP_hw 11.7 12.8 11.2 20.7 14.0 28.6 7.7 4.7

tDDP_h–>tDDP_hw 7.1 5.6 5.6 19.7 8.0 9.4 0.0 −0.7
tDDP_h–>tDDP_2h 13.5 16.7 15.1 26.0 17.9 32.0 17.1 13.5
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2.6. The DPCM/(s)UAHF and SM8/MPWX models agree
relatively reasonably with measured data especially for the
first hydration step where only neutral and monovalent
complexes are calculated.

Finally, the plots of equilibrium molar fractions of
individual chemical species originated from the dissolved
cisplatin/transplatin complexes in water solution with depen-
dence on pH are compared to the experimental curves in the
Martin’s study [4], which were obtained in solution with
4 mM concentration of chloride anions. Also the corrections
to the reference state based on the given chloride concentra-
tion in water solution (with 55.5 molar concentration of
water) was taken into account in our calculations.

In Fig. 2 a)-d), the comparison of the molar fractions of
the three (most successful) solvation models with experi-
mental data is displayed for the cisplatin complex. At first
glance fair agreement of the SM8 method with experimen-
tal molar fraction in acidic pH range can be noticed.
However, concentration of hydroxo-cisplatin quickly
increases and become too dominant around pH=7. There-
fore, the SM8 model predicts no real activation for pH>5.
The hydroxo-cisplatin complex is too stable and prevents
the further substitution reaction of this ligand. As to
cisplatin activation, better results are obtained with the
DPCM model where hydroxo-aqua-cisplatin complex pre-
vails in the neutral pH range, despite the fact that its
concentration is still a little higher. This is a consequence of
the shifted equilibrium constant (pK1=2.6 comparing 2.2
value at pH=7.4) for the first hydration step. This model
also, correctly ‘predicts’ dominant occurrence of the
dihydroxo-complex in basic solutions.

In the case of the transplatin complex, analogous plots
are drawn in Fig. 2 e)-h). It is evident that transplatin is
visibly less activated than cisplatin, which means that much
lower concentration of aqua-form is present in acidic and
neutral solutions. However, this situation is not correctly
reproduced by any of the chosen solvation models. In the
SM8 model, too high value of pK22 is responsible for
dominant hydroxo-aqua-complex in basic environment
since only after pH=13 dihydroxo-form starts to prevail.
From this point much better performance was obtained by
both PCM approaches. It can be seen that the best method
(DPCM/sUAHF) is able to reproduce at least some
concentration of the monochloro-monohydroxo- and mono-
aqua-monohydroxo-transplatin complex around pH=8.

The effect of chloride concentration on the molar
fractions of individual form of cisplatin is shown in

Fig. 1 The dependence of the pK for the hydration process of the
platinum complex on the pH of the solution (axes). (a) first step of the
hydration reaction of cisplatin. (b) second hydration step of cisplatin.
(c) first step of the hydration process of transplatin. (d) second
hydration step of transplatin

b

2390 J Mol Model (2011) 17:2385–2393



Fig. 3. Comparing experimental curves, lower molar
fraction of both active aqua-complexes can be seen in plot
c). Similar lowering is also apparent, at least qualitatively,
comparing plot b) and d) for aqua- and hydroxo-aqua-
complexes.

Conclusions

This study describes the thermodynamics of the hydration
process of cisplatin and transplatin under the model of
constant pH. Several implicit solvation models were

Fig. 2 Comparison of various
solvation models for the
dependence of the molar frac-
tions of platinum (II) complexes
on pH of the solutions with
4 mM concentration of dis-
solved cisplatin complex.
(a) and (e) experimental values;
(b) and (f) DPCM; (c) and
(g) IEFPCM; (d) and (h)
SM8/MPWX

J Mol Model (2011) 17:2385–2393 2391



compared based on the pKa acidic dissociation constants
and standard pK constant for the hydration reactions of the
platinum(II) complexes. Three basic variants of the PCM
model available in Gaussian 03 program (DPCM, IEFPCM,
and CPCM) were combined with the B3LYP functional and
the UAHF method for cavity construction and compared
with the COSMO-RS (in program COSMOtherm) and SM8
model developed by Truhlar. Two different DFT functionals
(M06 and MPWX) and charge model CM4 (as imple-
mented in program GAMESSplus 2009) were applied with
the SM8 model.

The RMS difference between experimental and calculated
pKa values of cis/transplatin, water, HCl, and NH4

+ was used
as an accuracy criterion. In accord with our previous study
[43] (where SM8 models were not included) the DPCM
approach was confirmed as the most accurate (despite the
fact that a lot of space is still available for further
improvement). The pKa constants were used in Legendre
transformation to determine the ΔG’ energies and K’
equilibrium constants in the solution with constant pH.
Figure 1, shows that similarly to the calculation of the pKa

constants, the DPCM, IEFPCM, and SM8/MPWX models
are the most successful in estimation of pK’, even though the
agreement with experiment is rather qualitative for non-
scaled models.

The influence of low cellular Cl- concentration was
demonstrated for the DPCM model. In accord with
experimental results, the increased ratio of cisplatin active

aqua-forms can be noticed for 4 mM chloride solutions
(cellular nucleus) in comparison with 104 mM environment
(in the extracellular fluid).
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